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Abstract. We find a nonlinear condition on /EC (0, oo)

which, when coupled with the assumption lim inf |/(/)| /<<°°, im-

plies f~At and/'—*A. A is some constant and t—>» or /—>0+.

In what follows the function y(t) is of class C"(0, oo), w is positive

and measurable on (— oo, oo), and <p is measurable on (0, oo). The

motivation for the kind of theorems that follow is given by Saari [l],

and Theorem B represents an improvement of his Theorems 1 and 2.

The results are true whether /—>oo or t—»0+ provided they are

read consistently throughout.

Theorem A. If

(1) a = lim inf y < °o    and    A = lim sup y > — oo

and

(2) y'(t) g o>(y(t))<p(»,

where <j> is integrable, then lim y exists and is finite.

Proof. Choose two sequences t„, t„, *„^r„, both approaching =o

[or both approaching 0] so that Yn = y(tn) —>A, yn=y(Tn)^>a. By (2)

and the positivity of co

C Yn dy c'"

-f-g *(r)oV.
J Vn      «(y) J rn

Let «—> oo. Since <p is integrable, the right-hand side approaches zero.

Therefore fa(dy/co(y))^0. Again because o>(y)>0 and 4^a this

is possible only if4=a=oo;or4=a= — co;or4=a, finite. The first

two possibilities are ruled out by (1). This completes the proof.

Theorem B. Let gEC2(0, *>). If

(V) lim inf | g(l) \ /l < °o

and

(2') g"(t) g «(/(0)*(0,
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where <p is integrable, then the limits

lim g'(/),       lira g(t)/l

exist and are equal.

Proof. Let y — g'(t). Then (1') implies (1). For if a=oo, then

g'—»°°, g(t)/t—»°°, a violation of (1'); and similarly if A = — a>.

Moreover (2') is just (2). So by Theorem A we can conclude that

A =lim g' exists. It follows in turn that lim g(t)/t exists and equals A.

Theorem B improves Saari's theorems this way: in place of (1') he

requires g(t) = 0(t); in (2') he requires <f>^0; and his conclusion is

g'(t) = 0(l).
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